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A full AFL is defined to be full-bounded if it can be generated by a set of bounded 
languages. It is shown that if s is an AFL not consisting entirely of regular sets and if 
-g *a is contained in any full-bounded AFL, then cj is not closed under e-free substitu- 
tion. Some typical consequences are that some context-free languages cannot be 
generated from any set of (not necessarily context-free) bounded languages by full 
AFL operations, or from any set of' bounded context-free languages by full AFL 
operations and substitution. 
INTRODUCTION 
In recent years the study of abstract families of languages or AFLs [1] has provided 
a framework for a unified treatment of various families of languages. Some AFLs, 
such as the family of context-flee languages, are closed under substitution, while 
others, such as the family of one-way stack languages, are not [8]. In this paper, a 
full-bounded AFL is defined to be a full AFL generated by a set of bounded languages, 
and it is shown that if a nonregular 1 AFL ~ is contained in any full-bounded AFL 
then s162 is not closed under e-free substitution. One consequence is that a nonregular 
substitution-closed AFL, such as the family of context-free languages, cannot be 
contained in any full-bounded AFL, so that some context-free languages cannot be 
generated from any set of (not necessarily context-free) bounded languages by full 
AFL  operations. 2 An additional consequence is that some context-free languages 
cannot be generated from any set of bounded context-free languages by full AFL 
operations and substitution. This contrasts with the known result that any recursively 
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1 An AFL is nonregular if it contains anonregular language. 
2 The full AFL operations are union, concatenation, Kleene +, homomorphism, inverse 
homomorphism, and intersection with regular sets. 
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enumerable language can be generated from the bounded context-free language 
{a~b ~ [ n ~ 0} by full AFL  operations and intersection [11]. 
The proof of the main result on substitution is achieved by working with sequential 
transducers with accepting states (a-transducers). By the same method it is also 
shown that a full AFL  contained in a full-bounded AFL need not itself be full- 
bounded. 
In Section 1, some preliminary concepts are introduced. The definitions of AFL, 
substitution, and a-transducer are reviewed, and bounded AFLs are defined. In 
Section 2, the basic lemma of this paper, the Substitution Lemma, is proven. In 
Section 3, consequences of the Substitution Lemma are derived and some specific 
examples are given. 
This material forms part of the author's doctoral dissertation, written at the Univer- 
sity of California at Berkeley under the supervision of Professor Edwin A. Spanier. 
The author wishes to express his thanks to Professors Seymour Ginsburg and Edwin 
Spanier for their guidance in this research. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Our results involve AFLs and substitution and our methods employ sequential 
transducers with accepting states (a-transducers). In this section, we briefly review 
these concepts. In general, we shall assume an elementary knowledge of formal 
language theory. The reader is referred to [1] for any unexplained notation. 
DEFINITION. A language is a set L for which there exists a finite set X 1 of abstract 
symbols such that ~ L _C Xi*. 
Henceforth, Z will denote a given infinite set of symbols containing the distinct 
letters a I , a S ,..., as well as any other symbols which we use in constructing languages, 
and X with a subscript will denote a finite subset of 22 A language will then be a 
subset of some ~i*, a homomorphism will be a semigroup homomorphism from some 
Z'i* to some ~'2", etc. 
DEFINITION. A set ~ of languages is an abstract family of languages or AFL  if 
(1) ~ contains a nonempty language, and 
(2) ~ is closed under the operations of union, concatenation, +,~ inverse homo- 
morphism, e-free homomorphism 5, and intersection with regular sets. 
A full AFL  is an AFL closed under arbitrary homomorphism. 
3 For each set 2," i , 27 i* is the free semigroup with identity e generated by Z' i . The elements 
of 2~i* are called words or strings. 
*L  + = (w l ' "wn ln  > 1, w i  9  
5 A homomorphism h : 27i* --+ 2~2" is e-free if h(x) = e implies x = e. 
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Notation. For each set ~ of languages, let o~(~)  and o~(~)  be the smallest AFL 
and full AFL, respectively, containing .~. 
There are useful operations on languages besides those mentioned in the definition 
of a full AFL. One of these is substitution. Suppose that Lx is a language for each x 
in Z1 9 Then the function T defined on ZI* by 
r(e) = {e} and 'r(Xl "'" xn) = Lx l . . . Lx•  , 
x i in Z a , is a substitution, and if each L x does not contain e then r is an e-free substitu- 
tion. For any language L _C ZI* , ~(L) is defined to be L; {r(w) ] w inL}. Thus, a sub- 
stitution yields a mapping from languages to languages. If  5r 1 and ~ are sets of 
languages, 
Sub(G,  G)  
-~ {r(L) I L in • and ~ a substitution with 7(x) in G for x in ZL} ~ 
and 
Sub(~Cfl, ~)  
- {~-(L) IL in &~ 1and ~- an e-free substitution with r(x) in 5~ 2for x in ZL}. 
Finally, a set s162 of languages is closed under (e-free) substitution if
Sflb(s o, ~)  _C ~ (Sub(~.cf,/0) _C 5r 
Our results will be obtained by manipulating sequential transducers with accepting 
states or a-transducers. The power of these translating devices equals that of three of 
the full AFL  operations (homomorphism, inverse homomorphism, and intersection 
with regular sets) acting jointly, and it is often more convenient to work with a-trans- 
ducers than with the corresponding three separate operations. 
DEFINITION. An a-transducer is a 6-tuple 
M ~ (K, 271, Ze, H, P0, F), where 
K is a finite set (of states), 
Z 1 and Z 2 are finite sets (the input and output alphabets), 
H is a finite subset of K • 271" • Z2* • K (the moves), 
P0 is in K (the start state), and 
F is a subset of K (the final states). 
6 For any language L, Z L is the smallest set Z 1 such thatL _C ZI*. 
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Notation. Suppose M = (K, 2:1, Z'2, H, po ,F)  is an a-transducer. A string 
= (Px, xl ,  Y~, ql) "'" (P, ,  x , ,  Yn, q,) in H* is a path (of M) if either n = 0 (i.e., 
= e) or Pi+l = qi, 1 ~ i < n. I f  
(1) n ---- 0 and the start statepo is inF, or 
(2) Pl = P0 and p ,  is in F, 
then 7r is a computation (of M). I f  ~ is a path with n ~ 1, and if Pl --~ qn, then 7r is a 
loop. 7 Let I1 M' be the set of paths of M and 11 M be the set of computations of M. Let 
~/: H* ~ 2"1" and 0 : H* ~ 272" be the homomorphisms determined by v(h) = x 
and O(h)~--y for h = (p, x, y, q) in H. For any language L, M(L) is defined to be 
O(HM C~ V-I(L)). If  lxl ~< 1 and l Y I ~ 18 for all (p, x,y, q) in H, then Mis  1-bounded. 
Given any a-transducer M, we can find a 1-bounded a-transducer M1 such that 
MI(L ) = M(L) for every language L [3]. 
Let ~ be the family of regular sets, and for any set ~ of languages, let 
J/g~(~) = {M(L) I L in ~,  M an a-transducer}2 
Then it can be shown that 
~(2~o) = Sflb(~, J/2(~~ 
for any set ~ of languages, not all of which are empty [2]. 
In [4] and [5], special classes of context-free and regular languages were studied. 
The additional restriction placed on the languages was that they be bounded, and this 
restriction was seen to make the languages considerably more tractable. We define a 
bounded AFL  to be an AFL generated by a set of bounded languages. Even though 
no other structure is imposed on these bounded languages (they need not even be 
recursively enumerable), some interesting conclusions about bounded AFLs can 
nonetheless be derived. 
DEFINITION. A language L is bounded i fL _C wl* ..- w~* for some words wl ,..., wm 
in X*, m ~ 1. A (full) AFL  L~' is (full-) bounded if ~ = o~(2T) (~ = ~(6P)) for 
some set S p of bounded languages. 
In the preceding definition, note that the bound m on the languages L in 6 a need 
not be uniform. Also note that since any AFL contains the family ~0 of e-free regular 
sets, any bounded AFL  contains languages which are not bounded. Although we will 
not use the fact, we remark in passing that it can be shown that an AFL  is full- 
bounded if and only if it is full and bounded [6]. 
Note that if ~y/3 is a path (or computation), where a and fl are in H* and y is a loop, then 
ay*fl is a path (or computation) for all k ~ 1. 
s If z0 is a word, ] w I is the length of w. 
9 I f  .~a = {L}, we will write all(L), ~(L), etc., in place of .~({L)), J~({L)), etc. 
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The following simple lemma is frequently useful. Recall that a I , a 2 ,... are distinct 
letters in Z'. 
LEMMA 1.1. I f  L C wl* ... w,,~* is a bounded language and 
r o ----- a;:" I is in L}, 
then .d(Lo) = J ] ( r  ). 
Proof. Let M ~ ({Pl ,..., Pro}, Z1, {al ,..., a,,}, H, P I ,  {P~}) where 
,..., w,,,} c 
and 
H ~ {(pi, Wi, ai, Pi) [ 1 ~ i ~ m} ~ {(p~, e, e, p~+a) ] 1 ~ i ~< m}. 
Then L 0 = M(L), so L 0 is in J ] (L)  and J](Lo) C_ J/](Jff(L)) C J](L). (We have used 
the fact that the composition of two a-transducer mappings is an a-transducer 
mapping [3].) The reverse inclusion is similar. 
2. THE SUBSTITUTION LEMMA 
In this section we prove the basic lemma on substitution and bounded languages. 
Most of our results will follow more or less directly from this lemma. I l L  is a language, 
let 7L be the ~free substitution rL(X) ~- xL, x in 27. The Substitution Lemma states 
that if L and L '  are nonregular languages over disjoint alphabets, then 7L(L' ) is not 
contained in any full-bounded AFL. The proof is broken up into five subsidiary 
lemmas. 
Notation. For integers r1 ~ 0 ..... r,~ ~> 0, let (r 1 ..... rm) denote a~ . . . .  a~p in 2J*. 
The following lemma gives a sufficient condition for a bounded set to be regular. 
It is useful in studying the output language of an a-transducer when either the input 
language or the output language is bounded. 
L~'M~IA 2.1. Suppose L C al* "'" a,n*, m ~> 1. Suppose there are positive integers 
n, nl ,..., n,~ with the following property : 
For each (r 1 ,..., rm) in L, there is an integer k (depending on r 1 ,..., r~) such that 
whenever the integers k 1 ..... km satisfy the conditions 
(1) k i~Oi f r  i<n ,and  
(2) k i~Oork i~k i f r i~n ,  
then (r 1 ~- kin1 ,..., r,~ @ k,~n,~) is inL. 
Then L is a regular set. 
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Remark. Lemma 2.1 asserts that a bounded language L _C al* ... am* is regular if it 
has the following property: For each (r 1 ,..., rm) in L, each large (>~ n) coordinate ri
may be increased by arbitrary sufficiently large multiples of n~ without leaving the 
language L. 
Proof. I f  m > 1, we may assume (as part of a proof by induction) that the lemma 
is true for lesser values of m. 
For any w = (s~ .... , s~) in al* ... a,n*, let 
Lw = {(sl -}- kin1 ,..., sm + kmnm) ~L  I ki >/0}. 
Then 
L = W{L~ 1 w = (s  I .... , Sin) , 0 -~ S i < t/i}. 
Since this is a finite union, it suffices to show thatLw is regular, where w = <s 1 .... , sin) 
is arbitrary but fixed. 
For 1 ~ i~<mandj>/O,  let 
L,~ = {(tl ,..., tin) eL~ I t~ = j} ,  
and if m > 1, let 
L~j = {(t 1 ,..., h - l ,  ti+a ,..., t,~) [ ( t  I ..... ti-x , j ,  ti+l ..... tin) eLi j}. 
I fm = 1 thenLij is regular since it is finite. I fm > 1 then the hypotheses of the lemma 
apply to L'ij with m -- 1 in place of m, so L'ij is regular by the induction hypothesis. 
It follows that Lij is regular in the case m > 1, also. 
If, for every (r  1 ,..., rm) inLw, some r i is less than n, then 
Lw = k3{Lij ] 1 <~ i <~ m, O <~ j < n}. 
Since each Lij is regular, L~ is regular. 
If, on the other hand, there is a word (r I ..... rm) in L w with ri >/n,  1 ~ i <~ m, 
then there is by hypothesis a corresponding integer k such that 
(r l  -]- kin1 ,..., rm + kmnm) 
is in L,o for all k i ~> k, 1 ~< i ~< m. Therefore, if 
L' = { (r 1 + kin 1 ..... rm + kmn~) ] ks ~ k}, 
then L'  _CLw. Since L'  = RIR  2 "'" Rm,  where 
R i = a~,+r~n,{a~,} * 
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is a regular set, L' is regular. Now let 
L" = u{L i j  [ 1 <~ i ~ m, 0 ~ j < r i + hni}. 
Then L" _C L w and L" is regular since each Lij is. We will show that L~ C_ L' u L". It 
then follows that L,,, = L' u L", and therefore Lw is regular. 
To show that L~ _(2__ L' w L", note that 
L" ::- {(t I ,..., t , ,)  ~L w I tl < ri @ hni for some i}. 
Therefore, if ( t  1 ,..., t,~) is in L~ - -L"  then ti >~ ri + hnl,  1 ~ i <~ m. Since 
(t  1 ,..., t , , )  and ( r  1 .... , r , , )  are in Lw,  ti - -  ri --  kini for some integer ki; and since 
ti --  r i 7~ knl ,  ki )~ k. Therefore, (q  ,..., tin) = (r 1 + kin 1 ,..., r,~ + k,~n~) is in L'. 
Thus, we have L~, - - L "  C_L', so that L w C L' k)L", completing the proof. 
COROLLARY. Suppose L C a l*  . . .  am*, m ) 1. Suppose there are positive integers 
n, n 1 ,..., n,, with the following property: 
For all (r I ,..., r,,,) in L, (r 1 --  kin 1 ,..., r~ -- k,,,n,,) is in L whenever each of the 
integers k 1 )> 0 ..... km ~ 0 satisfy the condition k i --  0 or r i - -  kin ~ ~ n. 
Then L is a regular set. 
Proof. Let L' == at* "" am* - -L .  Since L = al* "" a~* - -L ' ,  it is sufficient to 
show that L'  is regular, which we do by using Lemma 2.1. Suppose @1 ,..., rm) is in 
L'  and suppose h1 ,..., k~ are integers uch that h i == 0 if ri < n and hi ) 0 if r i >~ n. 
If (q  + lqn I .... , r,~ @ k~n,~) were inL  then (r  I ,..., rm) would be inL  by the hypo- 
thesis of the corollary, because for each i, hi = 0 or ri ~ n. Since @1 ..... r~)  is in L',  
this would be a contradiction. Hence, (r 1 -~- kin 1 ,..., rm -~- k, ,n, ,)  is in L'. So Lemma 
2.1 applies to L', and L' is regular. 
Before stating the next lemma, we need some additional notation for dealing with 
a-transducers. 
Notation. Let M = (K, {al ,... , am} , 272, H, P0, F)  be a 1-bounded a-transducer. 
Recall that / /M '  and H M are the sets of paths and of computations of M, respectively. 
Let H '  = /-/M', H := HM,  and n = 2#(K) .  m Let 
F .... {y ] y is a loop of M, 1 ~ I W(7)I ~ #(K) ,  0(7) = e}. 
For each i, 1 ~< i --~ m, let 
A i = {~ c H '  17/(~) is in ai*, and either a is in H*FH*  or l ~(~)1 < n}. 
10 If S is a finite set then #(S) is the number of elements in S. 
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For any language L _C a l*  .. .  a,.*, let 
MR(L ) = O(H n (A1...  Am) n ~-I(L)). 
Intuitively, MR(L ) is the set of all those words of M(L) which can be produced by a 
computation in which, during the processing of any input "factor" a~ of length at 
least n, there occurs a loop 7 with nonempty input ~(7), t 7(7)] ~< #(K) ,  and empty 
output 0(7 ). In effect, then, sometime during the processing of each long input factor, 
M spaces over its input, in the sense that M advances its input tape but has neither 
output nor a change of state to show for the advance. Thus, M has "lost track" of each 
factor (except short ones), so that M is not using its input in any essential way, and 
we might therefore expect that MR(L ) is regular. This is proven in the next lemma. 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose M = (K, {a 1 .... , am}, Z'2, H, P0, F) is a l-bounded a-trans- 
ducer, and L is a language contained in al* ... am*. Then M~(L) is a regular set. 
Proof. Using the previously introduced notat ion/7' ,  H, n, P and A 1 ,..., A, , ,  for 
each i and j with 1 ~< i ~< m and 1 ~< j ~< #(K)  let 
FiJ = {7 ~ F]  '1(7) = aiJ}, 
and 
Aij = {a ~/7 '  ] ~(a) is in ai*, and either a is in H*f'i~H* or I ~/(a)] < n}. 
I fa  is in A i then ,7(a) is in ai* , and either c~ = c~'7c~" for some loop 7 in / "or  [ ~/(~)1 < n. 
I f  i ~(~)] /> n then 1 ~< I ~/(7)] ~ #(K)  since 7 is in F, so that ~)(7) = ai ~ for some j, 
1 ~< j ~< #(K) .  Then 7 is in -PiJ and a is in Ai j .  It follows that 
Ai : ~ Aij . 
1 ~j~#(K)  
Therefore, 
MR(L) = O(H n (A I ' "  Am) c~ V-I(L)) 
= u{0( / / /~  (Alj 1 ... AmJm) ("1V-I(L)) I 1 ~j i  < #(K)},  
a finite union. Thus, if we let n 1 ,..., nm be arbitrary but fixed integers such that 
1 ~ n i <~ #(K)  for each i, and if we let A = Aln 1 "" Amnm, then it suffices to prove 
that 0(1-1 r3 A n ~-t(L)) is regular. 
We will now use the corollary to Lemma2.1 to prove that 0(/7r3 A r3 B-I(L)) is a 
regular set. Let 
L '  = {(r I - -  kin 1 ..... rm -- kmnm) 1 (rl ,..., r,m) is in L, and each k i is a nonnegative 
integer such that k i = 0 or r i -- kin i >/n}. 
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It  is easily seen that the corollary to Lemma 2.1 applies toL ' ,  so thatL '  is regular. I t  is a 
s imple matter to verify that H and each Mi~ are regular, so that A is regular, and thus 
0(/-/(~ M ~ ~-I(L'))  is a regular set. To  complete the proof, we will show that 
O(H 0 M (5 ~- I (L ) )  = 0(H  ~ A ~ ~/ - I (L ' ) ) .  (*) 
Since L C L', O(H n M n ~/- I (L ) )  _C O(H t~ M n ~7-1(L')). To  show the reverse inclu- 
sion, suppose that w is a word in O(H n M n B-t(L')). Then  w ----- 0(~r) for some rr in 
H n A n ~-~(L'). Since 7r is in A = AI,~ "" M,~%, rr has the form a 1 ..- ecru, where 
0~ i is in Mini, so that ~(O~i) == a~ for some s i >/O. Then 
71('fl') = ~((Xl "'" CXm) ~--- ~S1 , " ' ,  Sin)" 
Since ~7(rr) is inL ' ,  (s 1 ,..., s,~) = (r 1 - -  k in  1 , . . . ,  r ra  - -  kmn~) for some ( r  z ,..., rm) inL  
and some nonnegative integers ki with k i = 0 or S i = r i - -  kini >~ n. Since ai is in 
Ain ' = . . . . .  where Yi is a loop in [ ' i~-  9 either s i < n or ~i ai ~/i~ for some a i ,  7i , a i ,  
t k.+l # For  each i, 1 ~< i ~ m, let &i --~ ~i if s /<  n, and ~i =-- ai 7 i '  ~i if s/>~ n. Then  &/is in 
Min i , and if we let 7? =- &l "'" &m then 77 is in M. Since each 7, is a loop, 77 is in H.  I f  
si > /n  then 7i is a loop in [ ' i , , ,  so that ~7(7i) = a~ z', and therefore 
, /ci+l , = a.q.t+kin~ ari*. 
~(~i )  = ~((Xi ~/i (Xi) , = 
I f  s~ < n then k~ = 0, so that r i ~- $i, and ~/(&~) = V(a~) = a~, = a~'. Hence, 
7(7?) = ( r l  ,..., rm) and 7(7?) is in L. Thus,  77 is in H n M n 7/-1(L). But if si >/n  then 
7i is a loop in ['in,, so that 0(7 i ) - -e .  Therefore, O(&i)-~ O(ai) , 1 ~. i ~ m, and 
0(77) - 0(~r) = w. But then w = 0(~r) is in O(H t~ M N ,/- I(L)), proving (*). 
The  statement of the next lemma requires the following notation. 
Notation. Suppose M is a subset of X. Let  f~ : Z*- -+ A*  be the homomorph ism 
determined byfA(x ) = x for x in M,fA(x) = e for x in 27 - -  M. For  w in X*, an A-term 
ofw is a word v in (27 - -  M)* such that w is in X*MvMZ*.  Let  
gA(w) "~ {v [ v is an M- term of w}, 
and for L _C_C Z'*, let 
gA(L) =- U{gA(w) [ w inL )  and fA(L) = {fA(w) ] w inL}. 
Intuit ively, the A - terms of a word w are the subwords of w ( including e) which are 
sandwiched between letters of M. Observe that if u is a subword of w then any A - term 
of u is an A - term of w. I f  w = xyz, x, y, z in Z*,  we will let y refer both to the word y 
(a string of symbols) and to the part icular occurrence of y as a subword of w = xyz. 
No confusion should result f rom this ambiguity.  
57 I /6 ] I~  
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Suppose L' _C A* and L _C (27 --  A)*. We will be studying rL(L') where rL(a ) = aL 
for a in A. If a is a letter in A, note the following basic fact about ~-L(L') : w e rL(L' ) 
if and only if w e (A(Z --  A)*)*, fA(w) eL '  and gA(wa) c_ L. In particular, 
fA('%(L')) C L' and gA(~'L(L')) C L. 
Suppose L 0 is a language contained in a~* ".. am* and M is an a-transducer. Let 
L = M(Lo) and consider the A-terms of the words of L. I f  w is in L, then w is produced 
by some computation having an input u in L 0 . Since u is in L 0 we may regard it, 
roughly speaking, as an m-tuple of integers, and intuitively it seems reasonable to 
think that the only way in which these m integers can be helpful to M in producing 
the various A-terms of w is if each integer is used to guide the production of at most 
one A-term. If  this is so, then we would expect hat all but m of the A-terms of the 
output are produced by M without consulting its input in any "essential" way. Thus, 
we might expect that all but m of the A-terms of any word in L would lie in some 
regular subset R ofgA(L). This is proven in the next lemma. 
LEMMA 2.3. Suppose that L0_C al* ... am* , m >/1, and A C_ X. I f  L is in ~(Lo)  
then gA(L) contains a regular set R such that any word w in L has at most m A-terms in 
gA(L) -- R in the following sense: if w = Woa~W~ ... akwk , ai e A, wi e ( X -- A)* and 
k >/O, then 
#({i I 0 < i < k, wi ~gA(L) -- R}) < m. 
Proof. We first give an informal sketch of the proof. The proof is based on Lemma 
2.2, which tells us that if M is an a-transducer then MR(Lo) is regular, where MR(Lo) 
is the subset of M(Lo) consisting of those words which are written out by computations 
which "lose track" of each long input factor. We apply Lemma 2.2 to the a-transducer 
M obtained by taking an a-transducer M'  mapping L o to L and composing it with an 
a-transducer M" mapping each word w of L to the set gA(w) of A-terms of w. Then M 
maps L 0 onto gA(L), and R = MR(Lo) is a regular set contained in g,4(L). Now suppose, 
by way of contradiction, that some word w = %% "" W,,~VmWm+I in L has at least 
m + 1 A-terms v 0 ..... vm not lying in R. I f  w is in M'(w') where w' = a~l "." a m~,~'ls in
L0, then for each A-term vi we may find a computation rr i of M taking w' to vi.  By 
assumption, v i is not in R = MR(Lo), so it is not the case that ~'i loses track of each 
long input factor a / ,  ~ 9 in particular, while reading some lengthy a/,~ 7r i does not run 
through any loops with empty output. By the pigeonhole principle, there must be two 
7r i corresponding to the same long input factor a~, so that (reindexing the v i if necess- 
ary), w ---- XVoyVlz where neither % nor ,r t loses track of @. Now % and rr t both map 
w' to w in the same way, except hat ~r o suppresses all output outside v 0 and ~r~ sup- 
presses all output outside v 1 . However, a large number of moves is needed to read 
a~ since it is lengthy, so either % or *r 1 must make a large number of consecutive 
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moves with empty output while reading @. Thus, either % or zr 1 loses track of @, 
which contradicts the choice o f j  and establishes the lemma. We now give the details. 
I f L  is in dZ(L0) then L = M'(Lo) for some 1-bounded a-transducer 
M '  = (K', {a~ ,..., am}, Z'L, H',  Po', F'), 
and we may assume that H '  contains (p, e, e, p) for each p in K'. Then we can define a 
1-bounded a-transducer M" such that M"(w) = {v [ v is an A-term of w} -- gA(W) 
for zo in Z'L*. Specifically, let M" = (K", ~L , ZL -- A, H", qo , {q2}), where 
and 
K" = {qo, ql,  q2} 
H" = {(qo, x, 
v 
v 
Since M '  and M" are 
[Yl ~ I. We can now 
composition of M" with 
that h" = (p", y, z, q") is 
e, qo) [ x in Z'L} W {(qo, a, e, ql) I a in A} 
x, x, q~) [ x in XL --  A} t.) {(ql, a, e, q2) [ a in A} 
x, e, q2) I x in Z'L} W {(q, e, e, q) [ q in K"). 
l -bounded, if (p, x, y, q) is in H '  or H" then Ix ] ~< 1 and 
construct a l -bounded a-transducer M which acts as the 
M'. To do this, suppose that h' = (p', x, y, q') is in H '  and 
in H", so that O(h') = y = ~(h"); define 
h 'o  h" = ((p', p"), x, (q', ( ) ) .  
Let M = (K, {al ,..., am}, 2L --- A, H, (Po, qo), F • {q2}), where K = K '  • K" and 
H = {h' o h" [ h' ~ H', h" c H", O(h') = z/(h")}. 
Because (p, e, e, p) is in H '  for p in K '  and (q, e, e, q) is in H" for q in K", one can 
easily verify that M(w) = M"(M'(w)) for w in {al .... , a,,~}*. Hence, 
M(Lo) = M"(M'(Lo))  = M%)  = gA(L). 
We will now apply Lemma 2.2 to the 1-bounded a-transducer M. Adopt the previ- 
ously introduced notation F, A i ,  and n = 2#(K).  By Lemma 2.2, Ma(Lo) is regular. 
Let R = MR(Lo). Then 
R = O(H M o (A1 --. Am) 0 ~-l(Lo) C O(H M ~ .q-a(L0) ) = M(ro) = gA(L). 
To complete the proof, assume that there is a word w in L having m + 1 A-terms 
v o .... , vm in gz(L ) -  R. It suffices to reach a contradiction. Since L = M'(Lo) ,
w = 0(r/) for some computation lr' in HM' n ~/-l(n0). For each i, 0 ~< i ~< m, we can 
find a computation zr~ of M" which takes w, the output of~r', and writes out the A-term 
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vi of w. Specifically, let ~' = h I '  " "  ht '  , h j  in H ' ;  it is easily seen from the definition 
of H"  that we can find, for 0 ~ i ~ m, a computat ion ~ = ha~ --. h~, in l lM-  (~ ~/-a(w), 
It tt tt 
hji in H ,  with 0(~r") = v~ and v(h~,) = O(hj') for 1 ~ j ~ t. Let  
tt t tl tt 
7r i = (h i  t o h l i )  (h  2 o h2i  ) . . .  (h i  'o  h t i  ) 
in H*.  For  any subword a' = h~' "" hq' of ~r', let a i and a~ designate the corresponding 
subwords of zr i and zr", that is, 
I t  I t  
" h" h" a i  = ~i "'" q i "  
Note that ~/(ai) = ~/(a'), ~/(a~) = O(a'), and O(ai) = O(a~). Similarly, for any subword 
let 
/t // a,  = (h ;o  h~,) ... (h, '  o h~,), 
a' = h~' ... hq', 
" h" h" a i = . . ,  p i  qi " 
Then ~r i is in //M ~ V-I(L0) and 0(rri) = v i ,  0 ~ i ~ m. But we have assumed that 
vi = O(~i) is not in R = MR(Lo) = 0(I-I M t~ (A 1 ... Am) (~ V-I(L0)), so ~r i is not in 
AI ' "A  m . Since ,/(rr') is in L0,  V(~r') = al l  .-" a~,, for some rl  ~ 0,..., rm ~ 0, and 
since M is 1-bounded,  we may factor 7r' into subwords, r r '=  a 1' ... am' , where 
~?(a/) = a~.~. Then for each i, we have the corresponding factorization ~r i = all  "'" am~. 
Since for each i, 0 ~ i ~ m, rr i is not in A 1 ... Am,  aji is not in A j  for somej  = j ( i ) ,  
1 ~j ( i )  ~ m. Since there are more i 's  than j ' s ,  we must  havej(i0) = J(i l) ----J for some 
i o ~ i 1 and somej .  Reindexing the v i if necessary, we may assume that j (0) = j (1 )  = j ,  
and that v o is to the left of v I in w, so that w = xvoyv lz  for some words x, y,  z. Then  
c9- 0 and c91 are not in A~.. But then, since 
A j  = {a ~/7 '  [ ~7(a) is in as*, and either a is in H* I~H * or [ ~/(a)] < n}, 
and 
aj0 and a~- 1are not in H* / 'H* ,  
rj = I ~(~/)1 = 1 ~(a~0)l ~ n. 
(1) 
Since O(as' ) is a subword of 0(~-') = w = xvoyv lz  and M'  is 1-bounded,  we may factor 
aj', a s' = p'a'T', such that each of the words 0(['), O(a') and O(r') either is e or is a 
subword of xv o , y ,  or VlZ, respectively. Then  
I ~(P',~')] -I- I w(,/T')l ~ I ~(p',/~-')l = I w(~/)] ~ n, 
(2) 
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by (2), and since n = 2#(K),  either 
I ~(p'a')l ~> #(K) ,  
or  
(3) 
[ ,/(a'r')[ ~> #(K) .  (4) 
We will show that neither (3) nor (4) can hold, thereby reaching a contradiction and 
proving the lemma. 
Suppose that (3) is true. We may write p'a' = flo'fli' "'" fl,', where s = #(K)  and 
I ~/(fl/)l = 1, 1 ~< i ~< s. Then Piai =/301fin "" fi,i is in / /M,  and since M only has s 
states, fill "'" fl~l contains a loop Yi = fl~i "'" flqI for some p and q, 1 ~< p ~< q ~ s. But 
then 
1 = I~( f l / ) ]  = ]~/(fl,~)] ~1~@1)  1 ~ ]~7(flai ""/3,1) 1 = 
] ~(/3~ . . . .  /3,') I = s = #(K)  
so that 1 ~< I ~(Yl)] ~ #(K) .  Furthermore, O(p'c;') is e or is a subword of xvoY, and the 
tp computation r erases all of w = x%y%z except v i . Therefore, % writes out e when 
reading the subword O(p'cr') of w, so that O(p~cr~') = e. But then 0(pi% ) = O(p[a'~) -~ e, 
and so 0(Za) = e. Thus, Yl is in 
F ~-- {y 1 y is  aloop of M, 1 < l ~(Y)[ ~< #(K) ,  O(y) = e}. 
But 9'1 is a subword ofplc q , and aji = Pi~irl, so a n is in H*FH* .  This contradicts (1). 
I f  (4) is true, then in a similar way it follows that P0% contains a loop Y0 in F, so that 
a~. 0 is H*FH* ,  contradicting (1). 
This completes the proof of Lemma 2.3. 
Lemma 2.3 is of interest in its own right. For example, it has the following corol- 
laries. 
COROLLARY 1. Suppose that L o C_ wi* -.. win*, L _C 271" and c e X -- X i . I f  
(Le) ~+1 is in Js then L is regular. 
Proof. We may assume L 0 C ai* ..-a,~*. I f (Lc) ~'+i is in ~(L0)  then so is 
L i = c(Lc) "+l. Let A = {c} and choose a regular set R C gA(Li) = L such that any 
word inL i has at most m A-terms inL --  R. For each w inL, c(wc) m+l is inL i and has 
m + 1 A-terms w, w,..., w. Hence, w is in R. Thus, L --= R. 
COROLLARY 2. l f  M is the set of all bounded languages and ~ C_ #//2(~) is an AFL, 
then ~ C_ ~.  
Proof. LetL  be an arbitrary language in ~LP and supposeL _C 271" and c e 27 --  271. 
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Then (Lc) + is in s since oL,r is an AFL. Hence, (Lc) + is in J~(~) = [3~E~ ~/](B), so 
(Lc) + is in dAf(Lo) for some bounded Lo, L o _C Wl* .-. w~*. But 
(Lc) m+l ~-  (Lc) + n (Z~*c) "+~ 
is in d/](Lo) since J/d(Lo) is closed under intersection with regular sets. Then by Corol- 
lary 1,L is regular. Hence, ~qr C~.  
It is easily seen that d ] (~)  is a full semi-AFL (a nonempty set of languages closed 
under a-transduction and finite unions). Corollary 2 then implies the following result 
of Greibach [10]. I f  5:  is any full-bounded semi-AFL (i.e., for some ~o C~,  5:  is 
the smallest full semi-AFL containing :~o), then the only AFLs contained in 5# are 
~o and ..~. 
I l L  o is a bounded language then Lemma 2.3 tells us that every language in J](Lo) 
has a certain property. We now want to show that every language in ~(L0) has a 
related but weaker property. To do this, we need the following definition. 
DEFINITION. For A _C 27, let 
~A --~ {L ]L is a language for which there are regular sets R L' C fA(L), R L C_gA(L ) such 
that for any w inL, fA(w ) is in R L' or an A-term ofw is in RL}. 
LEMMA 2.4. For ./1 C X, ~ A is closed under substitution into regular sets. 
Proof. Let ~ = ~A,  f = fA, g = gA 9 Suppose R is regular and ~- is a substitution 
with ~-(x) in ~ for x in 27R, so that there exist regular sets R',(~) and R,(~) as specified 
in the definition of ~.  We must show that ,(R) is in ~.  Let ~ be the substitution 
a(x) = R'~(x) for x in XR, so that a(R) is regular. Then for x in XR, 
a(x) = R'~(x)Cf(7(x)) so that a(R)Cf(T(R)).  Let R o = UxezR, (~)  so that R o is 
regular. Then, since an A-term of a subword of a word w is an A-term of w, 
R~(~) c g(~(x)) c g(~(R)), 
so that R o C g(r(R)). 
We will show that, for any w in T(R), eitherf(w) is in a(R) or an A-term of w is in 
Ro, so that ,(R) is in ~.  Suppose, then, that w is a word in ,(R), so that w e r(u) 
for some u in R. I f  u ---- e then w ---- e, so that f (w)  is in {e) ---- a(u) _C e(R). If u =fie 
then u = x 1 "'" x n for some x i in 27 R , n >/ l ,  and there are words w i in "r(xi) such that 
w ~- w I "" Wn. I f  some wi has an A-term in R~(x,) _C R o , then w has an A-term in R 0 . 
I f  no w i has an A-term in R,(~) thenf (w i )  is in R',(x,) for each i, 1 ~< i ~< n, so that 
f (w) =f(w l  "'" w~) -~ f (wl) ".. f (w~) e R;(~) ... R',(~,) 
= O' (X l  " ' "  Xn) = O(U) C a(R). 
Thus, ~'(R) is in ~.  
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Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4 now yield the following result. 
LEMMA 2.5. I f  S: is a set of bounded languages and A C_ Z then 04(50) C_~ A . 
Proof. Let ~ = ~ A , f =- fA , g = gA 9 Enlarging 50 to contain a nonempty lan- 
guage, if necessary, 04(50) ~ Sflb(~, ~(50))  [2]. Therefore, it suffices by Lemma 2.4 
to show d/](~9 ~ _C ~.  Suppose L is a language in Jr Then L is in ~r for some 
L 1 in 50; L 1 must be bounded; so by Lemma 1.1, L is in .///](L0) for some language 
L o C al* "'" a~*. By Lemma 2.3, there is a regular set R C g(L) such that any word inL 
has at most m A-terms in g(L) -- R. Let R' = {w ~f (L )  : ]w [ < m + 2} C_f(L), so 
that R', being finite, is regular. For any word w in L, either f (w)  is in R' or 
[f(w)] ~ m + 2. But if If(w)] ~ m + 2, then w has at least m + 1 A-terms, since 
any two occurrences of letters of A in w which become adjacent occurrences inf(w) 
bracket an A-term (perhaps e) in w. Therefore, some A-term of w must be in R. 
Hence, L is in ~,  so d/](50) C ~.  
We now obtain the main result of this section, the Substitution Lemma. 
SUBSTITUTION LEMMA. I f  L and L' are languages over disjoint alphabets and if  
neither is regular, then .rL(L' ) is not contained in any full-bounded AFL. 
Proof. Suppose the lemma is false, that is, L and L' are languages over disjoint 
alphabets, neither is regular, and ~-L(L') is in 04(50), where 5 ~ is a set of bounded 
languages. Let A=ZL,  ~-~A,  f=fA ,  g=gA,  ~'=rL .  By Lemma 2.5, 
o~;(50)_C~, so ~(L') is in ~.  Hence, there are regular sets R' C_f(~(L'))C_L' and 
R C_g(.:(L')) C_L such that for any word w in r(L'), eitherf(w) is in R' or an A-term of 
w is in R. Since L and L' are not regular, we may choose words w in L --  R and w' in 
L'  - -  R'. I f  w' = x~ "" x~, x~ in 27, n >~ 0, let ~ ~--- xlwxzw ... xnw. Then ~ is in 
~-(L'), since xl "'" xn is in L'  and w is in L. But f (~)  =- xl "'" xn = w' ~ R', so some 
A-term of ~ must be in R. Since w is not in R, this is a contradiction, proving the 
lemma. 
3. CONSEQUENCES OF THE SUBSTITUTION LEMMA 
Call an AFL  regular if every language in it is regular, and call an AFL  nonregular 
if some language in it is not regular. The following theorem lists some consequences 
of the Substitution Lemma. 
SUBSTITUTION THEOREM. (a) I f  ~ and ~ are nonregular AFLs then Sub(~,  4 )  
and ~ A ~ = {L 1 (~ L2 I L~ in ~q~} are not contained in any full-bounded AFL. 
(b) I f  ~ is a nonregular AFL  contained in a full-bounded AFL  and ~ is an AFL  
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then 4 is closed under e-free substitution into 4,  i.e. Sub(~,  4 )  _C 4 ,  or by 4 , 
i.e. Sub(~,  4 )  _C s if and only if ~ is regular. 
(c) I f  ~ is a nonregular AFL contained in a full-bounded AFL then ~ is not closed 
under e-free substitution or under intersection. 
(d) I f  SP is a nonregular AFL closed under e-free substitution or under intersection 
then ~ is not contained in any full-bounded AFL. 
Proof. (a) Since 4 and .o~a2 re nonregular AFLs there are nonregular languages 
L' in ~ and L in ~c 2 with Z L, n ZL = 0. By the Substitution Lemma, rL(L' ) is not 
contained in any full-bounded AFL. Since rL is an e-free substitution, rL(L') is in 
Sub(~al, .~cP2) , so Sub(LPl, ~cP2) isnot contained in any full-bounded AFL. Let A ~- Z L, , 
and let h befa restricted to (A k) ZL)*. Replacing L' byL'  -- {e}, which is in ~cl, we 
may assume that L' is e-free, and hence so is rL(L' ). Then 
"rL(L' ) : h-l(L ') ~ (AL) + E 4 ^ "LP2, 
so 4 a ~ also is not contained in any full-bounded AFL. 
(b) If ~ is regular, then any AFL 4 is closed under e-free substitution i to and 
by .c .  On the other hand, if Sub(~l, .LP2) C 4 or Sub(.LP2,4) C 4 and ~ is con- 
tained in a full-bounded AFL ~a, then Sub(~,  4 )  or Sub(~a2,4) iscontained in ~a. 
Unless ~ is regular this contradicts (a), since ~1 is not regular. 
(c) By (a), Sub(~ a, .~e) and ~ ^ ~ cannot be contained in any full-bounded AFL 
and therefore cannot be contained in ~.e. 
(d) This is a restatement of (c). 
COROLLARY 1. I f  SY is a nonregular bounded AFL then 5e is not closed under e-free 
substitution or under intersection. 
Proof. If &a = o~-(hp ) where 5 e is a set of bounded languages then ~ is contained 
in the full-bounded AFL ~(ba), and the corollary follows from part (c) of the theorem. 
DEFINITION. A full AFL s is full principal if ~e = ~(L)  for some language L. 
Let ~(&a) denote the smallest full AFL containing s and closed under substitu- 
tion. 
COROLLARY 2. I f  the nonregular full AFL he is contained in a full-bounded AFL 
then ~(~)  is not full principal. 
Proof. By the Substitution Theorem, s is not closed under substitution. But if a 
full AFL ~ is not closed under substitution, then ~(~)  is not full principal [9]. 
We now give some illustrations of these results. 
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EXAMPLE 1. The AFL consisting of all context-free languages is closed under 
substitution. Therefore, by the Substitution Theorem, it is not contained in any full- 
bounded AFL. In particular, some context-free languages cannot be generated from 
the set ~ of all bounded (not necessarily context-free) languages by the full AFL 
operations concatenation, +,  k3, homomorphism, inverse homomorphism, and 
intersection with regular sets. 
EXAMPLE 2. The AFL consisting of all context-free languages is full principal, 
since it equals o~(D) where D is a Dyck language on two letters. I f  ~q~ is a set of con- 
text-free languages then, of course, o~(~)  is contained in the context-free languages 
since the latter form a full AFL closed under substitution. But if ~o is a nonregular 
full-bounded AFL contained in the context-free languages then o~(~)  is not full 
principal by Corollary 2 of the Substitution Theorem; therefore, o~(~Lf) is properly 
contained in the context-free languages. Thus, some context-free languages cannot 
be generated from the set ~c of all bounded context-free languages by full AFL 
operations and substitutions. Note that in this example, unlike the preceding one, 
we must assume that the languages in #)c are context free in order to apply our results. 
EXAMPLE 3. An Infinite Hierarchy of Context-Free Full-Bounded AFLs. 
In this example, we show that, for finite m and n, the full AFL ~L~~ of all languages 
accepted by the (m, n)-bounded pushdown acceptors of [7] is a full-bounded AFL. 
Thus, we have a doubly infinite heirarchy {~L~~ I 0 ~ m, n < oo} of full-bounded 
AFLs within the context-free languages. 
For m >/0 and n >/0, let ~ ,o  be the set of all languages accepted by (m, n)-bounded 
pushdown acceptors (pda's): A pda21 = (K, 2Jo, f', 8, Z0, q0 ,F), where Z 0 marks 
the bottom of the pushdown stack, can be used for no other purpose, and cannot be 
erased, is (m, n)-bounded if
(1) there are symbols b 1 .... , b m in _N such that the contents of the pushdown store 
(under any input, starting from any state) is a subword of Zobl*b~* "" bm*, and 
(2) A cannot switch from moves which increase to moves which decrease its 
pushdown store more than n times between two initializations (setting to Z0) of the 
pushdown store, n
The pda A accepts an input string if its pushdown store has returned to Z 0 and 2t 
is in a state in F at the end of the computation. It is shown in [7] that the ~~ are full 
AFLs of context-free languages, s162 = ~ if and only if m = 0 or n = O, and for 
m > 0 and n > 0, .W,~ C s162 if and only if m ~ m' and n ~< n', with equality only 
if (m, n) = (m', n'). We will show that the oW,~ n are full-bounded AFLs. 
11 In [7], m or n is permitted to equal oJ, in which case the corresponding restriction (1) or (2) 
on the pda is dropped. 
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Let Z 0 = {al,  a2, a_ l ,  a 2}. For any w in Zo*,  there is a unique /L(w) in 
Zo* obtained by treating a_j as a right inverse to aj ( j  = 1, 2) and reducing 
w to/z(w) by making as many cancellations as possible. (It can be shown that ~(w) is 
uniquely determined and does not depend on the order in which cancellations are 
made.) Let v(w) equal the number of occurrences of ala_  1 and a~a_ 2 as subwords of w. 
Let j  = 1 i f j  is odd, y = 2 i f j  is even; for m ~ 1 let H~ = (ai)* (a~)* "" (a,~)* and 
Hm = (a_m)* -" (a_~)* (a_i)*, and let H 0 = H 0 = {e}. For m/> 0 and n ~> 0, let 
L ,~ = {w ~ 27o* [/~(w) = e; if w ~ uv(u, v ~ Zo* ) then/~(u) is in H~; v(w) < n}. 
Thus, L,~ n is a subset of the Dyck language on two letters, the additional restrictions 
reflecting the two restrictions (I) and (2) imposed on (m, n)-bounded pda's. It is 
shown in [7] that ~,r = ~(L~n). However, a similar proof shows that ~C~mn = ~(Lmn ). 
We now show that Lmn is bounded. Note that: 
(*) I f  w is in 27o* and/~(w) = e then neither ala_ 2 nor a~a 1 can be subwords of w. 
For w in L~n , we can exhibit all occurrences of ala_  1 and a2a_ 2 in w. That is, we can 
write w ---- WoW x ... wt  , t ~ O, such that v(wi) ~ O, 0 ~ i ~ t, and for 0 ~ i < t, 
w i is in Zo*a  J and wi+ ~ is in a_ jZo*  for somej  ~- j ( i ) ,  1 ~ j  < 2. Then t ~- v(w) < n. 
Now consider any w i . Suppose: 
(**) Some a~ ( j  ---- 1 or 2) occurs to the left of some a k (k ---- 1 or 2) in w i . Then 
we can find such a pair with a~. and a~ adjacent. Since v(wi) = 0, we cannot have 
j = k; but by (*) we cannot have j  :/: k; so (**) cannot happen. Therefore, we may 
write w i ~ u iv i ,  u i ~ {a_z ,  a_~}*, v i ~ {a l ,  a2}*; then u o = e and v~ = e since/z(w) ---- e. 
Since w ---- UoV o ... u ,v ,  is in L~,  
t,(UoVoUlVl ... uivi)  = iX(UoVo ... ui) v i ~ Hm ---- (ai)* (a~)* ..- (am)*, 
so vi  is in H~.  Also, 
v(U0~o~V~ "'" u~) = ~(~(~0"0 "'" ~ , -~, -1 )  ",) ~ n~;  
and since u i is in {a_l, a_~)*, u i must be cancelled by t~(UoVo "" u i_ lv i_t) .  Since 
~(u0v0 "'" u ,_~,_ l )  E nm= (a~)* (a~)* "" (a~)*, 
this means that we must have ui ~ (a_m)* "'" (a_~)* (a_i)* = Hm. Therefore 
w = v0ulvl ... u,_lV,_lU, ~ H ~  --. Hm~m = (H~R, , ) '  _C (HmHm)". 
Hence, Lmn C (H,~Hm) '~, so that Lmn is bounded. 
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Thus, the ~ form a hierarchy of full-bounded AFLs within the context-free 
languages. As an illustration of the Substitution Theorem, note that 
,,~ = w{~i~ l i, j ~ O} --= o~'({Li~ l i, j ~ 0}) 
is a full-bounded AFL;  thus, part (a) of the Substitution Theorem implies that 
Sub(.,W~, ~qa) ~ ~ for mn 5a 0 and rs ~ O. In particular, of course, ~o  is not closed 
under substitution. 
EXAMPLE 4. A full AFL  contained in a full-bounded AFL  need not be full- 
bounded. 
Suppose the nonreguIar AFL  ~ is contained in some full-bounded AFL. Then the 
Substitution Theorem applies and ~ cannot be substitution closed. It is worth noting 
that the Theorem applies to the nonregular AFL  ~ merely because ~q~ is contained 
in some full-bounded AFL;  ~q~ need not itself be full-bounded even if it is a full AFL.  
To show that this case can actually arise, we give an example of a full AFL  ~ which is 
contained in a full-bounded AFL  of context-free languages but which is not itself 
full-bounded. In fact, every bounded language in c~ will be regular, so that the only 
full-bounded AFL contained in ~,~ will be ~.  
Let 
L -~ {d~ h "" cah[ t ~ O, ji ~ O, someji  v ~ i}, 
and let L,r = ~,~(L). Clearly, there is a (1, 1)-bounded pda that will accept L, so 
is contained in the full-bounded AFL 41  9 I f  we prove that every bounded language in 
oW is regular, it will follow that every full-bounded AFL in oW is regular, so that every 
nonregular full AFL  in ~,  including cp itself, fails to be full-bounded. 
First, let us show that any bounded language in d/~(L) is regular. LetL '  be a bounded 
language in d[(L). By Lemma 1.1, we may assume without loss of generality that 
L '~  a l*  "'" am* for some m ~ 1. ThenL '  = M(L) for some 1-bounded a-transducer 
M = (K, {a, c}, {al,... , am}, H, Po, F). We must prove that M(L) is regular. The proof 
will demonstrate another application of Lemma 2.1, this time to a case where the 
output, rather than the input, of an a-transducer is bounded. 
I f  7=(P l ,U l ,V l ,P2) (p2 ,u2 ,v2 ,P3) . . . (p t ,g~,73t ,p~+l  ) is a loop of M, so 
thatpl  = P~+I, callpl the base state of 7. For each i, 1 <~ i <~ m, and each statep in K, 
choose a loop 7(i, p) with base state p and with output 0(7(i, p))=--ia'~(i'P) for some 
integer n(i, p) >~ 1, if such a loop exists. I f  no such loop exists, let n(i, p) = 1. Let 
n~ = l~ n(i, p), 1 <. i ~ m. 
~eK 
Suppose w = @ "" a~,~ is a word in M(L). Then w - -  0(~) for some computation 7r 
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in Hi  with input ~(~r) ~- a~oca~ ... ca~* in L. Consider any integers k~ ..... k~ satisfying 
the conditions ki : 0 if ri < #(K) ,  and ki : 0 or ki ~ s + 3 if r i >~ #(K) .  It suffices 
to show that a~ +~ "" a~ ,~+~m is in M(L) ,  for then M(L)  will be regular by Lem- 
ma 2.1. 
Since M is 1-bounded, we may write ~r : a~ "'" o~ where O(~i) : a~. Consider in 
turn each i for which r i >~ #(K) .  For such an i, we may write ~ : flOfll "'" fl~r 
where O(fl~) : a~, 1 ~ j ~ #(K) .  Since M only has #(K)  states, ~ must contain a 
loop ~,i' : fi~fl~+~ ... fla for some 1 ~< p ~ q ~ #(K) .  Let Pi denote the base state of 
Yi'. Since 0(7i' ) is in ai +, y(i, P i )  exists. Let 7i = 7( i, P i ) ,  l i  = n(i, Pi), and ti" = n i / t i  . 
Then 0(7,i) = a~ and t i' is a positive integer. For each i for which r i ~ #(K) ,  replace 
Yi' by Vi'~,~&' in ~r, getting a new string ~r'. Since each ~i is a loop and Vi' and Yi have 
the same base state Pi ,  ~r' is a computation in / /M 9 Since ki ~- 0 if r i < #(K) ,  and 
0(~,k,t,'), ~ =(a~) ,  t,,k,,,' = a~"' if r, ~> #(K) ,  
0(=' )  = . . .  
Thus, we need only show that ~(~-') is in L, for then O(~r') will be in 
O(l~ M ~ r/-I(L)) = M(L) ,  
as required. 
I f  hi :/= 0 then ri >~ #(K)  and ~,~ is defined. Let i be the least integer for which 
ki =/= 0 and ~q(7'i) ~ e. [If there is no such i then ~(,r') = ~7(~r), so ~(~r') is inL and we are 
done.] Let u-----~(Yi), so that u :# e and ~(~r') contains the subword u ~*'. Since 
r i > /#(K)  and ki ~ O, ki >~ s + 3. For any word v ~- aloca h "" ca t* in {a, c}*, t ~ 0, 
13. >~ 0, call at0,..., a t* the terms ofv. Since k i >/3, ~(Tr') contains the subword u s. There- 
fore, if u contains the letter c, then ~7(~r') contains two equal terms and hence is in L. 
On the other hand, if u does not contain c then, since k i >/s  and u @ e, ~7(7r') contains 
u s as a subword and hence contains a term of length at least s. But this term has fewer 
than s terms to its left in ~(rr'), because ~(Ir) ----- a~ocaJl ... ca j~ and ~(Tr) and ~7(~r') are 
the same to the left ofu by the minimality of L Therefore, ~(,r') is inL in this case also. 
This completes the proof that M(L)  is regular. 
We have just seen that every bounded language in Jff(L) is regular. Now suppose 
L' is a bounded language in s = o~(L). Since ~(L )  ---- Sfib(~, d/](L)), L'  = r(R) for 
some regular set R in ~ and some substitution r having r(x) in d/](L) for each x in 27 R . 
We may assume ~-(x) ~ 0 for each x in ~'R. Since L' = ~'(R) is bounded, 
~-(R) C wl* --. w~* for some words w 1 ,..., w~. But for each x in 27R, each word of r(x) 
is a subword of a word of ~-(R), so r(x) C wl* ... w~*. By our previous result, this 
implies that 7(x) is regular, so that L '= r(R) is in Sflb(~, ~)~-~.  Thus, every 
bounded language in ~ is regular. 
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